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News Release 2000 09 19

A burglar alarm linked to your mobile phone
- BlueLabs develops the system

Now your mobile phone can be connected to an alarm system – an intelligent way
of exploiting mobile technology for a real benefit. BlueLabs (formerly Frontec
Teknik) has developed a system for Mobile Notifier that allows intelligent alarm
communication via the mobile Internet. The system analyses alarm signals and
passes them on to wherever the recipient wants. The system opens up great
opportunities for smart security solutions for both individuals and companies.

The system receives alarm signals from an alarm transmitter, analyses the alarm
and forwards it on the basis of a profile defined by the user. The alarm messages
can be sent to a mobile phone using SMS messaging, pre-recorded voice
messages, via e-mail or directly to an alarm centre. The platform is very flexible
and allows alarm and notification services to be tailored to the customer’s exact
wishes via the Internet.

“We chose BlueLabs as our long-term co-operation partner because of the
company’s high level of technical competence within the field of the mobile
Internet. This system is a first step in long-term co-operation which will include the
development of new alarm and monitoring services,” said Kenneth Revelj of
Mobile Notifier Europe.
_______________________________________________________________________
For more information: Rolf Hagstedt, President, BlueLabs West. Tel. +46 (0)709-731075,
Anne-Marie Fransson, Communications Manager, BlueLabs,Tel. +46 (0)708-317 660 or
Kenneth Revelj, Mobile Notifier Europe. Tel. +46 (0)733-362155

The system will be first exhibited for the first time on Mobile Notifier’s stand (stand A14:40)
at the Skydd 2000 protection and security expo in Stockholm, 19-22 September 2000.

BlueLabs is a high-tech company focusing on intelligent communication. We supply top-level
competence for applications within the areas of mobile IT, advanced telecoms, intelligent
vehicles and intelligent homes.
BlueLabs develops technically creative and advanced solutions within intelligent communication,
strengthening the innovativeness of our clients and allowing them to develop their business
further. BlueLabs has around 300 employees at offices in Gothenburg, Linköping, Luleå, Pajala
and Stockholm and is part of the Frontec Group (formerly Frontec Teknik).  Separate listing of the
company’s shares on the OM Stockholm Exchange is planned. http://www.BlueLabs.se


